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Meeting Report - January 9, 2019
Item

Discussion

Meeting called to order
Attendance
Minutes





Financial report




Action

by President Chris Brownhill at 7:40 pm.
10 members and guests were present.
Acceptance of the minutes of the
December, 2018 meeting - as published on
the BBMFC web-site - was moved by Chris
Hubbard and seconded by Bill Bowmer –
carried.
Treasurer Paul Emmerson reported that the
Club’s coffers stand at $2,846.84.
Acceptance of the Treasurer’s report was
moved by Stuart Henderson and seconded
by Keith Morgan – carried.

Club Business
January 1 Fun-fly



2019 Contest schedule



2019 Event Permits



Contest stopwatches



New MAAC Control-line
Chairman
Indoor Flying



1/2A event





Chris reported that the Jan 1 Fun-fly was
successful – about 25 flights were
completed in “reasonable” weather and field
conditions (given the time of year) with only
1 (minor) prang due to the breeze.
The LA .15 Scale Racing and Scale (Profile
Scale, Fun Scale) contest proposed for July
6,7 2019 will be held as planned as it has
been confirmed that there would be no
conflict with the AMA Nationals.
Chris Brownhill is preparing the various
event-related field permits required for the
2019 contest season.
Chris Brownhill indicated that the Club was
in need of 3 additional stopwatches to cover
the various contest requirements. Keith
Morgan moved and Stuart Henderson
seconded a motion that Chris should
investigate and purchase same – carried.
Chris announced that Paul Gibault had been
elected as the new Control-line Chairman.
Paul Emmerson reminded the members that
the gymnasium had been rented this
Saturday, January 12, between 7:45 and
8:45 for indoor (rubber, electric) flying
Keith Morgan proposed a 1/2A Fun Fly
(Musciano, scale, etc.) be held this summer.
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Chris to purchase 3
stopwatches for
the Club

Collectibles for sale



Chris Hubbard announced that an
acquaintance was selling some rare vintage
engines (two McCoy 0.60 speed engines,
Ross opposed-twin 0.60, Dooling 0.29 speed
engine – all new and boxed). Those
interested should contact Chris Hubbard.



Meeting adjournment was moved at 8:10 pm
by Stewart Henderson and seconded by
Keith Morgan – carried.

Adjournment

Special feature – Heli Hula
 The annual “Heli Hula” contest was held with Keith Morgan supplying the hula hoop
“contraption”. Paul Emmerson kindly undertook the timing duties.


The contest was fun - flights were competitive and the peanut gallery was “active”.



Flight times covered take-off from the “helipad”, a forward pass through the “hoop”,
continuing to the “turning line”, a return pass through the “hoop”, to a landing in the “helipad”



The recorded flight times were as follows:
Flight 1 (sec)

Flight 2 (sec)

Flight 3 (sec)

Best flight

Keith Morgan

51.1

23.6

33.8

23.6*

Chris Hubbard

109.4

101.6

121.7

101.6 (5)

Chris Brownhill

60.9

40.4

-

40.4 (2)

Stuart Henderson

DNF

-

-

-

Janek Zalewski

DNF

77.8

49.8

49.8 (3)

Allan Diamond

37.1

41.3

-

37.1 (1)

Rob Pringle

60.1

54.3

63.6

54.3 (4)

*
Keith

Morgan graciously withdrew from the awards, claiming an “unfair” advantage due to his ability to
practise with the hoop and given his previous winning results.
 The winners, presented certificates by Contest Coordinator Keith Morgan, were:
1. Allan Diamond
Allan Diamond’s helicopter
fired (with partial success) a
quartet of missiles (didn’t hit
anything but the floor).
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2. Chris Brownhill

Stuart Henderson was crowned
unofficial “free flight” champ (by
default) as he hand-launched an
unpowered, mostly-uncontrolled
“sorta-dinosaur-thingee” through
the hoop (picture unfortunately
not available).

3. Janek Zalewski
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Special feature – Musciano modelling


Keith Morgan suggested at this meeting that we consider 1/2A events such as Musciano and scale.
We have briefly tried both - perhaps the participation could be a little higher this time around –
these events are fun and take us back to the nostalgia of our (long-distant for many of us) youth.
Back to the basics – the challenges often involving “simple” things like getting the engine(s)
started and keeping it(them) running, achieving a successful takeoff, extending the flight to at
least 10 laps, doing something that looks like a wing-over, actually being able to achieve something
that remotely resembles a conventional landing (without flipping)……



You may remember the hollow-log designs from those one-page Scientific magazine ads that
appeared in 1970’s (and likely earlier) magazines such as Flying Models, Model Airplane News, and
American Aircraft Modeller – I remember devouring these ads in the local library’s copies of these
magazines – trying to decide which one I would choose if I could get one (in my dreams!). I ended
up with a Goldberg Li’l Wizard instead.



The Musciano contest documentation includes rules for 3 events (rat race, speed, and stunt) and a
4th event, craftsmanship and appearance which must be entered with a plane that has flown in one
of the other 3 events. The rat race event, somewhat similar to our .15 LA racing, might be a little
iffy – it is hard enough to keep these planes out on the end of 35’ lines in even a slight wind
without a little “dancing” - imagine having 2-3 fliers “dancing” while trying to avoid fouling each
other and avoiding line tangles – Hmmmmmmm. However, the stunt event (somewhat comparable to
beginner’s stunt) and the speed event sound like fun.



The Musciano rules, available on-line, include a list of permissible designs (the former Scientific
‘hollow-log” kit designs) and a list of permissible engines which includes the ubiquitous Cox Babe
Bee, Golden Bee, Black Widow, and 290 (product) engines, among others.



I have reproduced the list of about 70 permissible designs below – note that the “Baby
Stuntmaster” has a built-up rather than hollow-log fuselage and would not be eligible. Also, the
Bel Air may not be eligible since it has a hollow wing and internal lead-outs. The original Scientific
plans for at least 50% of these are available on-line at the Outerzone or Aerofred websites or on
various modelling forums. I have electronic versions for the plans on the list marked with an
asterisk (*) so if you want any of these, email me at rpringle1028@rogers.com . I have also
included some reduced-size plan reproductions below – I am sure you can imagine what the “scale”
plans look like so I have included pictures of some of the non-scale plans. Note that the plans
typically include a full-size fuselage profile but only a small-size top view from which you can scale
up the wing and stab outlines using the fuselage length to establish the scaling factor.



The designs include some with sheet wings and some with airfoiled wings - comparable to the
airfoiled sheet balsa you used to be able to buy (actually Sig still sells them). The fuselages can
be laminated together from about 3 strategically-cut pieces of 3/8” sheet. Some of the plans
show metal cowls and some plastic cowls (cowls of value mainly for the craftsmanship and
appearance event). I have made an aluminum cowl over a carved wooden form with .015 aluminum
shim stock and 00-90 model railroad machine screws. Plastic cowls (and canopies) might be doable
with an (empty) P.E.T. bottle, a wooden form, and a heat gun. Some of the designs might fare
better for stunt and some for speed. The list includes low-wing, mid-wing, and high-wing
monoplanes, biplanes, a triplane, an autogyro and two “sorta-missiles”.
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List of permissible Musciano “hollow-log” designs (I can supply electronic versions of those marked
with an *)

1. AERONCA SEDAN
2. AIR CHAMP *
3. AIRCOUPE
4. ARMY RACER
5. ATOMIC X *
6. BEECHCRAFT T-34 *
7. BEECHCRAFT BONANZA *
8. BEECHCRAFT 17
9. BEL AIR *
10. BOEING F4B-4 *
11. BOEING P-26A *
12. BULLET *
13. CESSNA 170
14. CESSNA 172 *
15. CESSNA 180 *
16. COMBAT MASTER *
17. CURTIS HAWK P6-E *
18. CURTISS HELLDIVER *
19. CYCLONE *
20. DOUGLAS B-66 JET BOMBER *
21. CESSNA 182 TRI-CYCLE
22. FLIGHT MASTER
23. FOKKER TRIPLANE *
24. FORD FLIVVER *

ATOMIC

25. F-94C STARFIRE *
26. GEE BEE SPORTSTER *
27. GOLDEN HAWK
28. LITTLE MUSTANG, WWII FIGHTER
29. SUPERSONIC MISSILE
30. KELLET AUTOGIRO *
31. CESSNA BIRD DOG
32. LITTLE ACE
33. LITTLE BIPE *
34. LITTLE DEVIL
35. LITTLE MERCURY
36. LITTLE MUSTANG
37. LITTLE SABRE *
38. LITTLE STINKER *
39. LUCKY RACER *
40. MESSERSCHMITT (109) *
41. MONOCOUPE 90A
42. MR. MULLIGAN
43. F-51 MUSTANG
44. NORTH AMERICAN AT-6 TEXAN *
45. P-40 FLYING TIGER *
46. PIPER COMANCHE *
47. PIPER CUB (AMBLNC/RESCUE )
48. PIPER CUB CRUISER

49. PIPER CUB SEAPLANE/SCOUT
50. PIPER CUB SPECIAL
51. PIPER CUB TRAINER
52. PIPER TRI-PACER *
53. RED DEVIL
54. RED FLASH
55. P-47 THUNDERBOLT *
56. RYAN PT-16 TRAINER
57. BRITISH S.E. 5
58. SNARK GUIDED MISSILE
59. SPIRIT OF ST. LOUIS
60. STINSON RELIANT
61. STINSON VOYAGER
62. STITTS PLAYBOY
63. STUKA DIVE BOMBER
64. STUNT MASTER
65. F-100 SUPER SABRE *
66. THUNDERBIRD *
67. F-82 TWIN MUSTANG*
68. F7U CUTLASS*
69. WACO CABIN
70. YELLOW BIRD
71. ZIG ZAG

CYCLONE
GOLDEN HAWK

BULLET

LITTLE BIPE

LUCKY RACER

COMBATMASTER

AIR CHAMP
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An old Scientific ad:
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Meeting Report - February 13, 2019
Item

Discussion

Meeting called to order
Attendance
Minutes





Financial report



Action

by President Chris Brownhill at 7:35 pm
10 members and guests were present.
Acceptance of the minutes of the January 9, 2018
meeting - to be published on the BBMFC web-site was moved by Chris Hubbard and seconded by
Doug Blackmore – carried
Treasurer Paul Emmerson was not present so the
Treasurer’s report was not available.

Club Business
2019 contest event

The events to be held during the multi-event contests for the 2019 season were
proposed by Chris Brownhill, as listed below, and discussed as necessary

2019 T&D
(June 1,2)

Saturday
 LA .15 Scale Race
 80 mph Combat
 Old Time Scale
 Fun Scale
 Old Time Stunt

Summer Scale Contest
(July 6,7)

Summer Stunt Contest
(July 27, 28)
S.O.C.C.
(August 10,11)

BBMFC Anniversary
Contest
(September 21,22)

o
o


Sunday
 F2D Combat
 Profile Stunt
 MAAC Stunt

LA .15 Scale Race
Profile Scale
Fun Scale

o F2B FAI Stunt
o Profile Stunt
Saturday
 80 mph Combat
 Limited Stunt
 Jim Walker
 LA .15 Scale Race

Sunday
o F2D Combat
o Profile Stunt
o Precision Aerobatics

Saturday
 F2D Combat
 Old Time Stunt
 Limited Stunt
 Old Time Scale

Sunday
 LA .15 500-lap race
 Fun-fly

The above event listings were moved by Chris Hubbard and seconded by Chris
Brownhill - carried
Adjournment


Meeting adjournment was moved at 8:56 pm by
Chris Hubbard and seconded by Chris Brownhill –
carried.
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Special feature – Great Glider Gala
 The annual Great Glider Gala, typically one of the most hotly contested events of the season, was held.
The number of entries was more modest than usual, likely due to the threat of a winter storm.
 The standard rules were used, that the glider be constructed from a single sheet of 3/32” balsa, and that
the glider must fly on its wing (no “darts”). “Open” fliers launched from behind a line about 5m± from the
cross-on-Styrofoam “target” and junior fliers launched from about 4m±.
 A practice session was held first and then each flier was allowed three attempts to record his best “hit”.
 The results were as follows, the winners being presented with a suitably-designed award certificate:
“Open”
1. Chris Hubbard

2.

Janek Zalewski

3.

Chris Brownhill

“Junior”
1. Greg Midura

2.
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Tim Midura

o

A special “fly-off” was held to determine
the winner of a MAAC baseball cap – the
winner was Greg Midura
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Meeting Report - March 3, 2019
Item

Discussion

Meeting called to order
Attendance
Minutes





Financial report



by President Chris Brownhill at 7:45 pm
11 members and guests were present.
Acceptance of the minutes of the February
13, 2019 meeting - to be published on the
BBMFC web-site - was moved by Stuart
Henderson and seconded by Keith Morgan –
carried
Treasurer Paul Emmerson presented the
Treasurer’s report – the Club’s balance
stands at $2,882.94.

Club Business
Business arising from
the February minutes





Contest permits



Polish Juniors flight
School





Brad LaPointe mentioned that he had not
been able to find the 2019 contest schedule
on the Club or MAAC websites. Doug
Blackmore confirmed that they had been
added to the Club’s site within the past 24
hours.
Chris reprised the proposed summer events.
Following a suggestion from Len Bourel, a
Musciano event was added as part of the
Anniversary Event (during the Sunday FunFly).
Chris Brownhill reported that the event
permits for the summer contests at
Centennial Park had not yet been received
from the City
Chris Brownhill requested funding from
MAAC to help sustain the flight school
formerly run by Ted Smietana but was
turned down. He is pursuing help from the
Aero Club of Canada. The intent is to
reduce the fees paid by juniors to use the
club’s building room.
Doug Blackmore reported he had purchased
three stopwatches for the Club.
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Action



Doug Blackmore aired a concern that he had
encountered inappropriate comments (racial,
sexist, etc.) at the flying field. He moved
that the members vote to re-affirm the
Club’s Discrimination, Bullying, and
Harassment policy. The members expressed
general support for this motion. The motion
was seconded by Brad LaPointe and passed.
Doug pointed out that this policy is required
to be reaffirmed annually. Chris Brownhill
advised that such a policy is required by the
City and confirmed that Doug’s motion
served as reaffirmation for the current
year.



A big thank-you to Naomi Macklem for
supplying “goodies” in the spirit of the
upcoming St. Patrick’s Day.

Club members are
requested to leave
inappropriate
sentiments and
comments and any
related baggage at
home and not bring
them to or express
them at Club
activities. In other
words, be
respectful and
considerate of
other’s feelings at
all times.

Adjournment
Meeting adjournment was moved at 8:56 pm
by Stuart Henderson and seconded by Len
Bourel – carried.
Special feature – molding ultralight cowlings and other parts
 Keith Morgan presented his 1/2A Focke Wolf stunt machine which weighs just over 8 oz.


o

He highlighted the formed/molded balsa fuselage and wing leading edge

o

He demonstrated the molding of a cowling over a wooden mold using a garden-variety
water bottle and a heat gun. He explained that a partial second molding could be
glued inside to provide additional support for the mounting screws.

o

He pointed out that canopies could be similarly molded and that some plastics worked
better than others.

o

He also showed some ultra-light wheels made from foam mounted on rims made from
the bottoms of aluminum pop cans.
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Special feature - Musciano Building Contest
 As announced in the meeting slinger by Chris Brownhill, a building contest was held for
Musciano “hollow-log” models. Six models were entered, including three Golden Hawks, an
Army Racer, a Helldiver, and an F7U Cutlass. Voting by the members present, by secret
ballot, was the method used to choose the winners. A second round of voting was needed to
break a tie for 3rd place. Prizes were awarded in addition to the customary certificates.


The results were as follows:

o

1st - Rob Pringle (F7U Cutlass)
Prize: vintage Scientific Golden Hawk kit

o

2nd - Len Bourel (Golden Hawk)
Prize: self-healing cutting board

o

3rd - Naomi Macklem (Golden Hawk)
Prize: hobby knife
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Special feature - Musciano models and some tips
A few tips for building Musciano models from plans.
o The plans are more assembly instructions than plans. Typically only the fuselage
profile is shown full-size. The wing and horizontal stabilizer shapes need to be
enlarged from a reduced-size plan view. The scale factor can be determined either
using the length of the fuselage or the quoted wingspan (if given) to calculate the
expansion factor. Many of the models have an 18” wingspan. Another clue is
checking the chord of the main (airfoiled) portion of the wing which may be based on
a 3” balsa sheet. It is best to check as many of these clues as possible to make sure.
o

To get a consistent airfoil on the wing (if the wing is airfoiled) and the maximum
thickness is 3/16” or 1/4”, I use a few pieces of music wire or brass tube about 3-4”
long and of varying diameters (e.g. 1/16”, 3/32”, 1/8”). I’ll draw the high point line
spanwise about 30-35% of the chord back from the leading edge. For a 3” wing (or
airfoiled portion of the wing), I’ll also draw two lines roughly ½” ahead of and behind
this line. For the aft portion of the wing, I’ll position a 1/16” wire against the trailing
edge of the sheet and sand a bevel between the top of the wire and the nearest line
marked on the wing moving from the trailing edge forward to keep the wire in
contact with the sheet. I use a rasp and finish up with a sanding block, in my case a
piece of aluminum angle a bit over 1” on each side, one side covered, using doublesided tape, with 80-100 grit and the other side with 120-150 grit paper. You might
use a 1/16” or 3/32” wire or tube for the upper side of the leading edge and a 1/32”
or 1/16” wire for the underside of the leading edge. Once the bevels are in place,
round off the angles left and the leading edge. If the leading and/or trailing edges
are elliptical, use a French curve or spline and guesstimate a highpoint curve (or
measure and mark a few points and then join the dots). Some of the Musciano
designs have flat plate wings (usually 1/8”) and some have thicker sheet with a simple
bevel on top from about the midpoint of the wing to the trailing edge.

o

The cowl can be made in one of several ways, depending on its shape:


If “conical” (the top and bottom of the cowl are straight lines in profile), you
can make the cowl out of .016” aluminum or plastic and curve it around a form
(a block carved to shape while tacked on to the fuselage). The bottom edges
can be overlapped and held with very small (00-72 or 00-90) model railroad
machine screws. Make sure the back of the cowl slides neatly over the
firewall, the front matches any spinner you want to use, and the length is
appropriate for the engine you are using. This is what I did for the Cutlass.



If the cowl is conical only on top, then you will only be able to “close” and bolt
a short length at the rear of the cowl underside – the remainder of the
underside will have to be left open but the edges can be cut to match the
profile on the plan when viewed from the side. This is how the Golden Hawk
cowl is done although it is made from plastic sheet – aluminium will hold its
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shape better although you can experiment with heating the plastic to
encourage it to hold its shape.


For some of the cowls with more complex shapes, such as those on the
Thunderbird or Combatmaster, Keith’s demonstration of forming plastic
cowls may come in handy unless you have a vac-forming rig. Or you could use
fibreglass.

o

The fuselages are usually about 1 1/8” side-to-side and can be made with three 3/8”
planks cut to profile with the centre cut out of the middle plank. Tack glue the
planks together and sand the outside to shape. Then separate the planks and carve
out some of the inside of the side planks if you are concerned about weight. It is
probably best to leave a wall thickness all round of at least 3/32” to 1/8”. The kits
were made with a single block and a hollow routed out from the bottom – this was
later covered with a 1/16” bottom sheet.

o

The landing gears are usually trapped in a groove on the front of the firewall by the
mounted engine.

Some more “legal” hollow-log Musciano designs (these are thumbnail versions of the “plans”).

P-26 “Peashooter”

P-51 Mustang

F-94 Starfire

Cessna 180

Kellett Autogyro

Ford Flivver

P-47 Thunderbolt

Forney Aircoupe
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P6-E Hawk

Meeting Report - April 10, 2019
Item

Discussion

Meeting called to order



by President Chris Brownhill at 7:40 pm

Attendance



15 members and guests were present.

Minutes



Acceptance of the minutes of the March 13, 2019
meeting - to be published on the BBMFC web-site was moved by Len Bourel and seconded by Stu
Henderson – carried

Financial report



Treasurer Paul Emmerson presented his report –
the Club’s balance stands at $2,922.63.



Chris Brownhill indicated that the 2019 field
permit has been received. Flying hours are:
o Mon/Wed/Thurs/Fri – 10:00 – 15:00
o Tues 17:00 – 21:00
o Sat, Sun 08:00 – 12:00
The winter permit remains valid until May 1, 2019.
Chris mentioned an upcoming meeting to discuss
the future of Centennial Park – he indicated he
would be attending

Action

Club Business
Field permit




Identification stickers



Chris Brownhill confirmed that identification
stickers are not required by Transport Canada for
control-line models.

Planes for sale



Doug Blackmore has three LA.15 racers that he will
provide (loan) in return for a commitment to fly in
the 2019 T&D race.

Product tip



Len mentioned a spray-on primer available from
NAPA Auto Parts (NAPA Colourline DC540) which is
effective in filling the grain, dries in 10-15 minutes,
and dope will go over it just fine.

Adjournment
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Anyone interested
should talk to Doug





Meeting adjournment was moved at 8:10 pm by
Paul Emmerson and seconded by Stu Henderson –
carried.
Thank-you to Naomi and Len for the “goodies”

Special feature – Building (Beauty) Contest
Models entered:
Len Bourel

50% “Fancherized” Twister
- 6.7 oz. , Brodak .049

Len Bourel

Twister rescued from the dead
– “classic” Twister, Fox .35

Jack Nagao

F-16 Falcon jet (scale)
- 29” span, Tokai-powered ducted
fan

David Fallowfield

Doh! Bah! trainer
- coreplast, Magnum .25

Tim Midura
(Zurakowski Modelers’
School)

Pseudo-Das Stick
- cardboard, electric-powered
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Greg Midura
(Zurakowski Modelers’
School)

Piper Cub – R/C – electric-powered

Tim Midura
(Zurakowski Modelers’
School)

The venerable Delta Dart
-rubber-powered

Tim Midura
(Zurakowski Modelers’
School)

Freestyle biplane
- static

Naomi Macklem

Brodak North American “Fury”
- for .15 Carrier or Fun Carrier

Chris Brownhill

Comet Taylor Craft
– rubber free-flight, 8.5 gm

Chris Brownhill

Buster
- for Jim Walker, .15, 250 sq.in.

Results:
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Control-line,R/C (Open)

1st Naomi Macklem
(Fury)

2nd Jack Nagao
(F-16)

3rd Len Bourel
(50% Twister)

Control-line,R/C (Junior)

1st Greg Midura
(Piper Cub)

Free-flight (Open)

1st Chris Brownhill
(Taylorcraft)
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Free-flight (Junior)

1st Tim Midura
(Delta Dart)

Remember to build a Musciano “Hollow-log” design for the 65th Anniversary contest.
Have a great summer full of of life, family, friends, flying, and other adventures – and always
take advantage of the opportunity to pass on some enthusiasm, knowledge, and assistance to
junior flyers – our hobby won’t thrive without them.

To re-whet your Musciano appetite, I have reprised some of the pictures that used to be found in FM or M.A.N. in
the full-page Scientific ads. I know I used to spend too much time in the 70’s looking at these ads and trying to
decide which one I wanted to build. Unfortunately, at that time, I was in high school and desperately saving for
university. As a result, all of my models were scratchbuilt (some out of cardboard) except for my first – the
Goldberg Li’l Wizard. Invariably, they were built in the crawl space of my parent’s house (mostly on the floor)
except for those times I was able to share a cooperative building session on my friend’s ping-pong table with
Creedence Clearwater Revival blasting on the huge floor-standing speakers that were the custom in those days.
I think it would be neat and so groovy (many of you will remember these 60’s/70’s expressions) to have a
Musciano speed event – 12 laps timed on 35’, .008 lines. Of course, hollow-log designs would have to be used and
Cox PeeWee, Babe Bee, Golden Bee, Black Widow or 290 (found in plastic Cox planes) engines – there is a list of
other eligible engines that includes OK Cub, WenMac, Testors, Fox etc.
It was a simpler time for us in those days – minus the pressure to shave a second off a pit-stop, or eke out one
extra cut, or square up those corners. We derived satisfaction out of simpler accomplishments - a successful
engine start, a flight that ran out a full tank, that first wing-over, loop, or successful lap of inverted flight, or the
first landing that didn’t end with a nose-over. Enjoy!
E-mail me if you need plans – I provided a list in the January meeting report and there were some construction tips
in the March report.
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